
Terms and Conditions

Reliability and security
A successful sailing holiday starts with a reliable organizer. At Lastminute Sailing you can book 
your sailing holiday with peace of mind. We are affiliated with Yachtpool (see the homepage of 
our website) which prevents you from losing your money in the event of bankruptcy.

Lastminute Sailing is an intermediary.

We provide service by giving you appropriate travel advice, recording your booking with other 
travel service providers and providing aftercare with regard to your booking. You then enter 
into a travel agreement with one of our partners/landlords, whereby we act purely as an 
intermediary. The relevant lessor is then responsible for the correct execution of the travel 
service.

Intellectual property

The use of the information on this website is free as long as you do not copy, distribute or 
otherwise use or misuse this information. You may only reuse the information on this website 
in accordance with the regulations of mandatory law. It is not permitted to reuse text, photo 
material or other materials on this website without express written permission.

The intellectual property rests with Lastminute Sailing.

For the prices on our website, we strive for the most accurate representation of reality and the 
intended prices. Errors that arise and are recognizable as programming or typing errors, never 
form a reason to claim or assume a contract or agreement with Lastminute Sailing.

We strive for a website that is as actual as possible.

If, despite these efforts, the information or content on this website is incomplete or incorrect, 
we cannot accept any liability for this. The information and/or products on this website are 
offered without any form of guarantee and/or claim to correctness.

We reserve the right to change, remove or repost these materials without prior notice. 
Lastminute Sailing accepts no liability for any information contained on websites to which we 
refer via hyperlinks.

If you encounter any imperfections on our website, we always appreciate it if you inform us.
You can email us at contact@lastminute-sailing.com


